
Optimizing and industrializing 
pricing processes with 
ActiveViam for Pricing
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ActiveViam provides retailers with state-of-the-art technology to
find sustainable levers of attractiveness and profitability through
prices, in the most efficient and automated way.

The ActiveViam Pricing platform allows retailers to efficiently use
their internal and external data to find the best price, the one that
will attract customers while protecting or improving margins.

Retailers who trust ActiveViam:

What is ActiveViam
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« We have selected ActiveViam because their platform offers the high degree of 
flexibility we needed to manage effectively a complex, layered system of price rules 

and therefore express our price strategy, whereas other solution providers would 
have restricted us to ‘Competition matching’ with some marginal adjustments. The 
Proof of Concept phase, revolving around a process of design thinking between our 
business experts, and ActiveViam’s UX specialists and data engineers allowed us to 

further focus our vision and design a very user-friendly platform. »

Arnaud Foujols, Director of Price & Performance at Monoprix (Casino Group)



ActiveViam Pricing

Maintaining the positioning 
and consistency of the offer

Creating complex, rule-based 
price scenarios and testing the 
detailed impact on KPIs

Steering local and global 
performance for continuous 
improvement

The ActiveViam Pricing platform helps
retailers to generate, test, and
implement optimized prices in a
unified environment, integrating all
the stakeholders of the pricing
process. In this logic of total support
through the whole pricing process,
the platform includes analysis as well
as the industrialisation of operational
processes.



Operational challenges adressed

Centralizing data and synchronizing with existing tools: from
thousands to hundreds of thousands of SKUs, data from different systems,
receipts from hundreds of stores are used for instant calculations (indexes,
recommendations, simulations )...

Integrating all the parameters necessary to fit with your pricing
strategy:

Collaboration: several stakeholders can intervene in pricing at different
levels such as general management, management control, marketing or
purchasing, potentially store managers, with different levels of access to
the data

 Products segmentation
 Brand ladders
 Price sensitivity of customers
 Private labels’ strategy
 Competitors

 Product life cycle & stock control
 Omnichannel
 National price or geographically 

differentiated prices



Benefits

Repricing more SKUs, more 
often with more precise rules 
leads to a higher degree of 
optimization and ultimately 
margin gains

Configurable pricing rules  will 
ensure consistency and 
enable Leroy Merlin to 
manage their price-image 
more accurately

Transparency in pricing rules 
and calculations fosters 
adoption of new pricing 
process and collaboration 
between teams



Examples – Use Cases 
and Screenshots



Strong competition especially from online pure players, which encourages the
brand to lower its prices and destroys margins on the long run

Regular repricing but on a limited number of SKUs due to lack of time

The proportion of unmatchable products in the catalog (private labels or exclusive
brands) complicates the monitoring of their positioning VS their competitors

Lack of visibility on the impact of price changes because information from the
hundreds of stores takes several months to be gathered

Numerous promotions throughout the year complicate performance analysis work

A continuously updated view of the performance through the centralization of all
the information on the same platform: receipts, stocks, products repository and
stores repository, competitors location and prices…

The ability to apply in a few clicks hundreds of rules to different perimeters of
products and stores: the platform computes new prices and calculates KPI impact
instantly.

Industrialization of the management of price-image consistency, allowing to
reverberate the price changes of a product on those linked to it

Integration of the promotional calendar to facilitate the analysis

Benefits
Implementation of a much more precise 
strategy taking into account customer insight 
into the pricing process

Better compliance with price 
recommendations thanks to more 
transparency for price and store managers 
regarding the pricing strategy

Margin increased from the first month of use

Initial Context

What ActiveViam brought

Example: Use Case Brick and Mortar Retailer



A consumer who changes his behavior and compares prices on the internet much
more

Appearance of aggressive competitors on prices selling identical products, and
changing their prices several times a day

Complexity of the parameters to be taken into account for the prices

A process that involves many people who have to work on excel spreadsheets:
inducing risks of errors

The tool makes it possible to modify prices massively as often as necessary
throughout the day

All teams work with the same rules in the same tool, with their own level of access to
information

The validation workflow is integrated

Prices are sent directly to the website once validated

Benefits
Improved productivity: The process of 
changing tens of thousands of prices has 
gone from 5 days to 30 minutes, freeing up 
time for teams to focus on exceptions and 
more strategic choices

Recovery of market shares, increased 
attractiveness to customers

The brand has maintained a leading position 
in its market despite disruptions, unlike other 
competitors

Initial Context

What ActiveViam brought

Example: Use Case E-Commerce
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Examples– User Interface
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About ActiveViam
ActiveViam was created in 2005. The company creates applications for

operational data-based decision making. Its solutions enable operational

managers to monitor the performance of their business and to effectively

manage it, making the right decisions at the right time. Many companies from

finance, retail, and logistics rely on ActiveViam for some of their most critical

operations: Leroy Merlin, Monoprix, Intermarché, HSBC, Société Générale,

Nordea, CME, etc.

ActiveViam is a privately held company with offices in Paris, London, New

York, Singapore and Hong Kong.

www.activeviam.com


